
The True Meaning Behind Being ‘Born Again’ - Unleashed 
 
 
The church’s idea for being Born Again is accepting Christ died on the cross for our sins!  The 

problem here is that this is being said by Christ himself! (Below) 
What he is really talking about is getting back to the child we once were!  No greed, no hate, etc.  

By getting back to the child we once were, we are born again and can now see the Kingdom of God! 
 
 
 
King James Bible: 

Jesus answered and said unto him, Verily, verily, I say unto thee, Except a man be born again, he 
cannot see the kingdom of God. 

 
To be ‘Born Again’ actually means to become that child you once were!  Not physically, but in 

your thought processes.  Abolishing greed, pride, hate, self-loathing, and all of these other bad traits 
from our life can be very hard to do, especially after using them on a day-to-day basis! 

 
You are going to discover that as you start ‘thinking for yourself’ more, you won’t need answers 

anymore from others because you will be able to come up with all of your own answers.  This means you 
won’t be dependent on society for information.  Taking some breaks from being around society will 
speed up this process dramatically. 

You will no longer need to go to someone else for answers to your problems.  All of your answers 
will come from within! 

 
 
 
Mark 10:14 

But when Jesus saw this, He was indignant and told them, "Let the little children come to Me, and do 
not hinder them! For the kingdom of God belongs to such as these. 

 
He isn’t referring to just children here, he is referring to anyone that goes back to that Pure state 

of mind that they once had!  The hardest one for me to abolish was greed and in order to get rid of 
greed, well, I’ll explain it after the next verse because it will give you understanding of that verse as 
well. 

 
 
 
 
Matthew 19:24 

Again I tell you; it is easier for a camel to pass through the eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter 
the kingdom of God." 

 
One of the things I have learned thru watching my own family is that ‘the richer you get, the 

greedier you get’!  So, in order for a rich man to abolish greed, he would have to do what he would 
consider as the ‘unthinkable’! 

 

https://www.biblehub.com/kjv/john/3.htm
https://www.biblehub.com/mark/10-14.htm
https://www.biblehub.com/matthew/19-24.htm


Greed was the last thing I managed to overcome! 
I had worked for 35 years slowing getting more stuff, but my income hadn’t gone up much over 

that time.  A recent very large tax was starting to drive me into the ground, and I realized that it was 
only a matter of time until I would end up losing everything. 

I didn’t want to spend years of my life trying to fight this very grim future, so I decided to speed it 
up myself and save myself from years of agony. 

This combined with one other thing! 
 
I had been taking food to the homeless in Seattle, distributing it to them myself!  When I looked 

into the eyes of many of these homeless, I saw an appreciation that I had never once experienced in my 
life through giving family gifts or just in church itself! 

 
The Appreciation for helping them out was PURELY HONEST APPRECIATION because I was 

providing them with literally a meal, they may not have had in a couple days! 
 
I wanted to know where such PURITY was coming from and I knew the best way to find out 

something is to experience it yourself!  Especially in today’s world! 
 
I figured starting out fresh in life wouldn’t hurt either, so I gave everything I had away, even my 

vehicle, until the only things I had left were the clothes on my back and a backpack! 
 
I had considered pretending to be broke but realized that I would be trying to deceive myself in 

doing so!  The only Honest way to go was for me to ‘Just Do It’! 
 
My mind was so opened up from this experience because when you have grown up around 

money, you can’t understand what it is like to be broke!  Once you Honestly become broke, you now 
understand both ends of this scale and EVERYTHING in between! 

 
It is a Mind-Expanding Experience that EVERYONE should try at least once in their life!  Almost 

instantly I had NO MORE GREED in my life! 
 
It was the Most Eye Opening Experience in my life, and I would NEVER trade that experience for 

ANYTHING! 
 
Just a few years ago this started me on an Amazing Journey that has been beyond anything I could 

have imagined before! 
 
The most Amazing thing I have ever Experienced in my life was when I started to Understand that 

Heaven is within Nature itself and by having abolished my own Greed, I was able to see some of it!  I 
could have kept going but I had one thing I believed that I needed to do here!  And that is to help 
others see it also, mostly my mom though because she has been in the church for the better part of 80 
years, and it has done NOTHING but made her Miserable! 

 
I want her to see that Heaven is almost in her backyard and just Experiencing a little bit of the Truth 

about it would make her HAPPIER than she has ever been in her entire life!  She would also understand 
that death DOESN’T have to be an option and she would become FEARLESS like myself and No One 
would ever have control over her again! 

 



Because I have disappointed her most of my life, she is holding onto the me before I almost 
instantly turned 180 degrees and started going the other way!  She can’t begin to understand, in her 
current state, why I am so much happier, intelligent, fearless, than I had ever been!  I have gone back 
to the ‘mindset’ of the child I once was! 

 
My mom will not listen to me, so I have resolved to change the world around her!  I have gotten so 

close to God now that I have very little sympathy for what happens to humanity because of their total 
disrespect for the rest of Nature!  With the amount of knowledge, I am constantly being given, I find 
ways to do anything and then I improve on those ways to make them more efficient! 

 
 
 
 
 
(4) Jesus said : "A person old in days will not hesitate to ask a child of seven days about the Place 

of Life, and he will live ! For many who are first will become last, and they will become one and the 
same." 

 
I’ve talked before how we are born into Purity! Children’s morals are Pure until they get corrupted 

by society. They lack Greed, Hate, Fear, Self-Loathing, etc., until society teaches them it. So, looking up 
to a child’s better standards of thinking and then duplicating that, is one meaning. Another one could 
be the abolishment of Pride! Prideful people would never look up to a child for advice or a better way of 
living. Most people get past a certain age and they believe they can teach wisdom, based on age alone, 
to younger generations but won’t accept that the younger generation could teach them something as 
well! 

 
I understand how Christ thought and he wasn’t a Prideful person regularly, but he did fall into 

becoming Prideful a couple of times based on stories of him. Christ wasn’t just teaching people either, 
he was also learning from each one as he went. 

 
His Clarity of Mind and the increased Intelligence that comes with it means that he was probably 

collecting at least 10 times the information that the average person back then got from situations. 
Just watching a couple of people interact, you can teach yourself psychology, you can read their body 
language very intensely and can easily pick up on things different people will do when they are lying, 
even though others can’t see it. Depending on what they are doing you might be learning math as well 
or other basic skills. 

 
You save far more detailed information about anything that you find interest in! When you are 

clearing up your mind, you will start remembering things you didn’t even realize you had in memory and 
you will start learning more and more from those events from your past. The clearer your mind 
becomes, the clearer these events can be brought back. It is almost like our minds are recording 
everything and stuffing it back there somewhere for later review. 

 
For many who are first will become last, and they will become one and the same: 

 
Basically, saying that children are closer to God than anyone else and in our society, we get 

further away from God as we get older. In reality it should actually be the opposite and I believe that 
is what they used to call ‘Wisemen’. The term has escaped the American people because we are living 



on so many lies and indoctrinations and by associating ourselves with the rest of society that is just 
constantly repeating anything they hear without any understanding of what they are repeating, well 
this just serves to hold everyone down in the society itself. 

 
And you can tell how dumb society starts to get by doing this constantly! That same society, for no 

logical reason, will assume that anyone that doesn’t want to be a part of their society, or is born 
different from them, MUST have a disorder or disease. This is proven by the American society that 
knocks everyone else down that is different than them! As our intelligence decreases through this 
process, so does our levels of maturity, which can be painfully obvious to anyone outside of that society. 

 
The closer we get to God (Truth), the more we will think in the same way (become One). We still 

have our individual experiences but beyond those if the only thing we have in our life is Truth, then we 
will NEVER argue with someone else who is basing their life on Truth! Because the Truth will never 
contradict itself, within the current timeframe. But if you take a book that is 2,000 years old, has been 
re-written at least 40 times, and compare these ideas, that have changed from re-writing, to ours, then 
you will have a problem with Truths contradicting themselves as well as everything else. The True God 
doesn’t limit our potential through telling us how to live! 

 
“Anyone that believes they need rules to live by are saying that they themselves are not capable 

of ‘thinking for themselves’! Sadly, they are actually limiting their own potential through their own 
beliefs, something that society is ‘Very Good’ at getting us to do!” – DC 

 
 
 
 
 
 
(22) Jesus saw infants being suckled. He said to His disciples : "These infants who suck are like 

those who enter the Kingdom." They said to Him : "Shall we then enter the Kingdom as infants ?" 
Jesus said to them : "When You make the two one, and when You make the inside like the outside and 
the outside like the inside, and the above like the below, and when You make the male and the 
female one, so that the male will not be male nor the female female ; and when You fashion eyes in 
place of an eye, and a hand in place of a hand, and a foot in place of a foot, and a likeness in the place 
of a likeness ; then will You enter the Kingdom." 

 
Getting back to that child mentality again.  Back to purity! 
Make the two one, inside like outside, once again becoming Honest with yourself! 
I think the male and female comments are in reference to us not acting like society expects us to 

act because that is not the ‘True You’!  That goes right along with becoming Honest with yourself. 
 
 
 
 
(3) Jesus said : "If those who lead You say to You : 'See, the Kingdom is in heaven !', then the 

birds of the sky will be there before You. If they say to You, 'It is in the sea !', then the fish will be 
there before You. But the Kingdom is inside You and outside You. When You know yourselves, then 
You will be known, and You will know that You are the children of the Living Father. But if You do not 
know yourselves, then You dwell in poverty ; then You are that poverty." 



 

He is referring to Heaven being partially a state of mind but is also outside of us when 

we come to having the understanding required in order to see it! “When we know 

ourselves” is a reference to becoming ‘Honest with Ourselves!”. 

 

This act of becoming Honest with Ourselves is a requirement in order to increase our 

intelligence and start to understand clearly our relationship and connection with, not only the 

Power within Nature (God or Father), but with the rest of Nature as well. 

 
Those who are not willing to become Honest with themselves will never have 

understanding or True happiness within their lives. Becoming Honest with yourself 

requires questioning everything you were raised on and throwing out any beliefs that 

don’t make logical sense. 

 
Even 2,000 years ago people were being raised on massive amounts of indoctrinations and 

you will see further on in Christ’s teachings where he refers back to these and talks about hating 

his own parents because of the indoctrinations they tried to pass onto him. Oh, and he refers 

back to his biological father as well.  I experienced this same kind of hate for my own parents 

because they were also irresponsible just like Christ’s parents were. 

 
Anyone who doesn’t become ‘Honest with Themselves’ will ultimately dwell in a life 

of mediocrity and it will never get any better than that! 
 
 
Have a Great Day! 
 

The Truth Has Never Been Clearer - https://truth715870163.wordpress.com/ 

“If you can believe in yourself, 

But focus on helping others, 

Then you have the ability, 

To change the world!”  - Doug Chandler 

 
 

https://truth715870163.wordpress.com/

